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May 2, 2020
“Oh Noble Kappa Alpha Psi, The Pride of All Our Hearts…!”
Greetings Brothers. My name is Dolapo Adeladan and I am a spring 2019 initiate of the Austin Alumni
chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Incorporated. I am writing this letter in hopes of obtaining
financial assistance towards a life-threatening event that happened to me earlier this year.
On January 31st, I was rushed to the Baylor Scott & White Medical Center and was on the verge of
losing my life. After a multitude of tests and blood work the Doctors came to the conclusion that I had
been suffering from a condition called Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT) and Pulmonary Embolism (PE). In
other words, I had developed a severe case of blood clots which decreased my blood flow thus blocking
the flow of air into my lungs. Due to this incident I was hospitalized for five days and underwent a
dangerous procedure to remove the clots via the use of a blood thinner and an IVC filter.
Over the past few months I have been making successful strides towards recovery all thanks to the grace
of God. I know that there is a reason I was able to make it through the operation, which drives me to
fulfill the purpose God has planned and to continue achieving in every aspect of life.
Unfortunately, as a contractor with my current job at Samsung Austin Semiconductor my insurance is
not the best. The total cost that I am required to pay by the end of the year is $13,500, in which I have a
detailed breakdown from the hospital. Therefore, I am genuinely asking you Brothers for any amount of
help in terms of a GoFundMe account towards my medical bills. I am aware of the current economic
situation we are in and I will be extremely grateful no matter how much the contribution.

Thank you for taking the time to read this letter and I pray we all continue to stay healthy during these
times. If any Brothers have any concerns or questions regarding this situation, please feel free to contact
me through email at dolapoadeladan@gmail.com or phone at (512)-633-5424.
Yours in the Bond,
Dolapo Adeladan
Membership# 20191199

“Good Kappa Brotherhood begets Good Kappa Business”

